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_ A method and apparatus for displaying a spreadsheet on a 
(76) Inventor‘ display device in a computer system to facilitate easy 

’ ( ) recognition of errors. More speci?cally, With this invention 
Cones Ondence Address one cell is selected, and there is a visual indication of such 
ANNEPV DOUGHERT'Y selection. Further, there is also a visual indication of those 
3173 CEDAR ROAD cells having data that either affects or depends upon the data 

in the selected cell. There is also a different visual indication 
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS’ NY 10598 (Us) for each level of dependency relative to the selected cell. For 

(,k) Notice: This is a publication of a Continued pros_ example, selected cell A may be immediately dependent 
ecution application (CPA) ?led under 37 upon cells B and C, Where cell B may in turn be dependent 
CFR 1 53((1) upon cells D, E and F. Cells B and C are at the ?rst level of 

' ' dependency While cells D, E and F are at the second level of 

(21) APPL No. 09/129 490 dependency. Thus, cells B and C may have a different 
’ marking or shading than cells D, E and F. The number of 

(22) Filed; Aug 4, 1998 dependency levels to be displayed can be chosen by the user. 
The number of paths of cells to be displayed from a selected 

Publication Classi?cation cell to a leaf cell can also be chosen by the user. This 
invention also provides for the simultaneous display of 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ................................................... .. G06F 17/21 formulas in all cells. 
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a b c d e f 9 

Jun Jul Aug Sep Sum 

parts 10 12 14 15 

price/part 20 21 22 22 

part cost 200 252 308 330 1090 

overhead 50 51 5O 51 202 

total cost 250 303 358 381 1292 

items sold 6 10 15 18 

item price 25 26 28 30 

sales rev 150 260 420 540 1370 

net (100) (43) 62 159 78 

check 78 

dividend 50 

carry 28 

FIG. 4 
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formula =b4+c4+d5+e4 
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VISUAL AID TO SIMPLIFY ACHIEVING 
CORRECT CELL INTERRELATIONS IN 

SPREADSHEETS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] This invention relates to a method of displaying a 
spreadsheet so as to facilitate the identi?cation of errors. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] An electronic spreadsheet is a tWo-dimensional 
grid containing data and formulas that are entered in a 
manner alloWing computer manipulation. Spreadsheets can 
be used for simple applications such as balancing a check 
book, to applications as complex as inventory control and 
pricing for a factory. The formulas relate the data and 
produce results. For example, FIG. 1, column d (roW n) may 
result from the summation of column c (roW n) and column 
b (roW n). See that the result of 41 in d3 equals the sum of 
the 17 in b3 and the 24 in c3. This result may in turn be used 
as data in other formulas. For example, FIG. 1, roW 5 may 
be the sum of roWs 2, 3, and 4. See that the 60 in b5 equals 
the sum of the 24 in b2, the 17 in b3, and the 19 in b4. As 
more data and formulas are entered into the spreadsheet, the 
interrelations that occur become complex and dif?cult to 
understand. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the ?nal result 
depends on correctly linking together the data of the spread 
sheet With all the formulas. As the spreadsheet becomes 
larger and more complex, it is dif?cult to determine Whether 
all the relations have been correctly entered. 

[0003] There are many spreadsheets out in the market 
place today for example Lotus 1-2-3 Generally values 
are entered into a spreadsheet by clicking on a particular 
cell. This causes its current formula (perhaps none) to be 
displayed in a bar 11 often at the top FIG. 1. The user can 
then begin to type the desired formula or data into the 
spreadsheet. The value of the formula is displayed in the 
current cell. Over time, spreadsheet developers have 
enhanced spreadsheets to be able to contain text from Word 
processors, data from other programs, and even in some 
cases images from paint or draW programs. Also, a Whole 
sleW of possibilities for displaying the results have arisen, 
e.g. pie charts, bar graphs. HoWever, all these features rely 
on the fact that the base formulas correctly interrelate the 
different cells containing information. 

[0004] Spreadsheet developers have taken some steps in 
the direction of aiding the user in getting the crucial step or 
correctly de?ning cell interrelations. It is noW possible to cut 
and paste formulas, and the spreadsheet automatically 
attempts to update the formulas to ?t in the neW location. 
There are also techniques to apply a given formula over a 
Whole range of cells, Where the data in the cells are updated 
as appropriate for the speci?c roWs and columns that the 
formula has been applied to. 

[0005] Currently, debugging a spreadsheet to ?nd an error 
is dif?cult because users can not easily or visually see hoW 
the cells interrelate. While techniques that reduce the time 
taken to make a spreadsheet and reduce the possibility of 
making an error have been implemented, there is still a great 
need for techniques that help a user determine if the depen 
dencies betWeen cells they have entered into the spreadsheet 
are correct. There is also the need to help users more quickly 
track doWn the reason for an error When they discover one 
in their spreadsheet. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] It is an object of this invention to alloW the users to 
visually determine the relationship betWeen the different 
cells in the spreadsheet. 

[0007] It is another object of this invention to facilitate 
creating a error free spreadsheet. 

[0008] With this invention, in a spreadsheet, all cells 
having data that depends on or affects the data in a user 
selected cell are visually indicated on a display. For 
example, in FIG. 2, if d2 (see bold rectangle surrounding the 
formula in d2) is chosen, and since cell d5 depends on d2, 
and since d2 depends on b2 and c2, cells d5, b2, and c2 are 
shaded. Cells farther aWay are shaded With a lighter color to 
indicate their increased distance from the selected cell in the 
dependency tree. The user can control both the number of 
levels of dependency relations to display as Well as the 
branching factor (See beloW.) for the relations. The relations 
for a chosen cell become visually obvious to the user, Who 
can then determine if the correct relations have been entered 
into the spreadsheet. Using this invention greatly simpli?es 
the users’ task of ensuring that all the proper relations 
betWeen cells have been established in the spreadsheet. This 
invention also simpli?es ?nding an error if the ?nal result(s) 
of the spreadsheet are not as expected. 

[0009] Throughout this application, When it is said that 
one cell depends on another cell, it actually means that the 
data in the one cell is dependent on the data in the other cell. 
For cell B (for example) to be directly determined by cell C 
(for example), cell C must appear in the formula of cell B. 
LikeWise, for cell B to directly determine cell A (for 
example), cell B must appear in the formula of cell A. 

[0010] Also, With this invention, the formula of all the 
cells in a spreadsheet can be displayed to facilitate error 
detection. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 represents a basic spreadsheet as described 
by prior art. 

[0012] FIG. 2 represents a basic spreadsheet With debug 
ging highlighted enabled and cell d2 selected. 

[0013] FIG. 3 represents the different menu options avail 
able to a user With this invention. It shoWs What the user sees 
in the process of selecting the number of levels to display 
highlighting for. 

[0014] FIG. 4 represents a generic spreadsheet that is used 
for demonstration purposes throughout the application. This 
might be a overly simplistic representation of a factory 
balancing their books. 

[0015] FIG. 5 represents the same spreadsheet as in FIG. 
4 except that the option to shoW all formulas has been 
enabled. 

[0016] FIG. 6 represents a spreadsheet Where the user had 
incorrectly entered the formula in cell d10. The correct 
formula should be “=d9-d6” but in example the incorrect 
formula of “=d9-b6” has been entered. 

[0017] FIG. 7 represents the spreadsheet in FIG. 6 With 
Debugging highlighting enabled and cell b10 selected. 
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FIGS. 7-9 are a sequence as described in the preferred 
embodiment that a user Would use to debug the error in FIG. 
6. 

[0018] FIG. 8 represents the spreadsheet in FIG. 6 With 
Debugging highlighting enabled and cell c10 selected. 

[0019] FIG. 9 represents the spreadsheet in FIG. 6 With 
Debugging highlighting enabled and cell d10 selected. Note 
the visual difference betWeen FIGS. 7 and 8 and FIG. 9. 

[0020] FIG. 10 represents the spreadsheet With all levels 
of debugging enabled and cell b2 selected. 

[0021] FIG. 11 represents the spreadsheet With only 2 
levels of debugging enabled and cell b2 selected. 

[0022] FIGS. 12-15 represents a sequence of successive 
clicks on cell f4 With a branching factor of 1 chosen. Notice 
that each of FIGS. 12-15 is different and represents a unique 
path from the selected cell back to a lead node. 

[0023] FIG. 16 represents a tree Walked in breadth-?rst 
search order, With the number on the nodes indicating the 
traversal order. 

[0024] FIG. 17 represents a tree Walked in depth-?rst 
search order, With the number on the nodes indicating the 
traversal order. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0025] Though our invention is not limited to the folloW 
ing described implementation, this implementation demon 
strates the potential advantages of using our mechanism over 
other mechanisms. The preferred embodiment of this inven 
tions is illustrated in FIGS. 2-17. 

[0026] A electronic spreadsheet is a tWo-dimensional grid 
containing data and formulas that are entered in a manner 
alloWing computer manipulation. The formulas relate the 
data and produce results. For example, FIG. 2 column d 
(roW n) may result from the summation of column c (roW n) 
and column b (roW n). See that the result of 118 in d5 is the 
sum of 60 in b5 plus the 58 in c5. This result may in turn be 
used as data in other formulas. As another example, FIG. 2 
roW 5 may be the sum of roW 2, roW 3, and roW 4. See that 
the result of 60 in b5 is the sum of the 24 in b2, the 17 in 
b3, and the 19 in b4. As more data and formulas are entered 
into the spreadsheet, the interrelations that occur become 
complex and dif?cult to understand. The accuracy of the 
?nal result(s) depend on correctly linking together the data 
in the spreadsheet With all the formulas. As the spreadsheet 
becomes larger and more complex, it becomes increasingly 
dif?cult to determine Whether all the relations have been 
correctly entered. 

[0027] As a ?rst simple example, if cell d2 in FIG. 2 is 
chosen (as indicated by the dark black box surrounding it), 
then the cell that depends on d2 is d5 (and d5 is shaded to 
indicate such), and d2 depends on b2 and c2 (and they are 
also shaded to indicate this dependency). Cells farther aWay 
are shaded With a lighter color to indicate their increased 
distance in the dependency tree as described in more detail 
beloW. The relations for the chosen cell become visually 
obvious to the user, and the user can then determine if the 
correct relations have been entered into the spreadsheet. 
Using this tool greatly simpli?es the users’ task of ensuring 
that all the proper relations betWeen cells have been estab 
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lished in the spreadsheet. It also simpli?es ?nding an error 
if the ?nal results of the spreadsheet are not as expected. 

[0028] Cells that are farther aWay from the selected cell 
are highlighted With lighter and lighter shading. While in 
this document black and White ?gures have been used of 
necessity, the actual implementation Would contain color, 
alloWing easier distinctions to be made. 

[0029] The user ?rst chooses the type of debugging high 
lighting they prefer. As shoWn in FIG. 3, for example, the 
VieW menu pulls doWn. Many of the choices Will be 
spreadsheet speci?c, but one of them Will be Debugging 
Highlights Which in turn leads to another menu of choices 
containing ?ve different sections (32, 33, 34, 35, and 37 of 
FIG. 3). One choice (32) indicates Whether the debugging is 
on or off. Another choice (33) indicates the type of depen 
dencies displayed: all dependencies, cells that depend on 
current, cells current depends on, and no dependencies. By 
default all dependencies is chosen. Once the user selects the 
desired option, the user can click on a given cell, and the 
relations Will be highlighted. Also, as part of this menu 
(choices 34, 36) the user can select hoW many levels of 
relations backWard and forWard the spreadsheet should 
display. By default it is all. Finally, the user can choose the 
branching factor (choice 35) of the relations to display With 
the default again being all. The advantage of choosing 
different numbers of levels and branching factors Will be 
described in more detail beloW. Another option (choice 37) 
shoWs simultaneously all the formulas used to generate the 
values for each of the cells rather than the actual data for the 
cells (See FIG. 5.). The custom in 36 of FIG. 3 alloWs the 
user to customiZe the number of level to suit his//her needs. 
And there is a similar one for branching factor. 

[0030] FIGS. 4-15, represent a larger spreadsheet that Will 
be used throughout remaining description of the embodi 
ment. FIG. 4 shoWs What the spreadsheet looks like When all 
the formulas and data have been entered. Many of the entries 
are self-explanatory. For example, cell c3 of FIG. 4 repre 
sents the price per part paid in July. For convenience, FIG. 
5 shoWs all the formulas that have been used to generate the 
spreadsheet displayed in FIG. 4. Referring to FIGS. 4-15, 
note particularly cells f10 and f11. These cells calculate the 
same value via different routes as a Way of providing a 
check. As is evident in FIG. 5, cell f10 calculates the net by 
summing all the cells in roW 10, While cell f11’s value is 
calculated by subtracting the sum of the columns in roW 9 
(cell f9) from sum of column in roW 6 (cell f6), hence the 
formula for f11 is “=f9-f6”. All the rest of the FIGS. in the 
preferred embodiment Will be based on these FIGS. (4-15), 
and in particular, cells f10 and f11 Will play a role in 
understanding the different debugging options. 

[0031] The rest of the preferred embodiment is divided 
into tWo sections. Section 1 contains a brief description of 
hoW the end user Would employ this invention to track doWn 
an error in a spreadsheet or to determine if all the formulas 
are correct. Section 2 describes hoW to implement the 
invention Within a spreadsheet. 

[0032] Section 1: User Application of Graphical Spread 
sheet Debugging Technique 

[0033] Imagine that, in the spreadsheet represented in 
FIGS. 4 and 5, the user had entered an incorrect formula of 
“d9-b6” in cell d10 instead of the correct formula of 








